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The ECB meets on August 30th . Any telescope used  to forecast the ECB economy going forward will need to 
be very clean indeed.  One dustspec is too much!  If you  expected the worst, the evidence is better than you 
hoped.  If growth is compared to where it was, the data points will not make you happy. Where you stand 
depends upon where you sit!  The European economy (the 15) has not collapsed, but its member economies 
have slowed down.  The slow-down points to overall GDP growth somewhere close to  2% for the year.  That 
is lower than the early January hopes of most forecasters, but it is higher than the many of the sharply 
reduced, sub-2% numbers put out in the past 60 days by economic forecasters adjusting their earlier forecasts.  
And, worse, it varies significantly over the European terrain.  It depends where you look! 

The future course of European growth is murky but not as dreary as the worst estimates.  What is lacking is 
enough momentum to help the U.S. much in the short run.  Further, the slowing of growth in Asia has 
dimmed European prospects, as it has dimmed American export prospects as well.  Germany led the way 
down for Europe and has managed a first half that is barely positive (.6% GDP growth).  Before German 
growth collapsed, the IFO surveys presaged the decline. Will the reverse be true? German GDP was sharply 
off in QII, by both the Bundesbank and the Statistical Office measures. Yet, the last IFO had a surprise!                                                                     
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Is Europe Bottoming Out? 
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ECOMENTARY  

German GDP Growth stalled for QII and is .6% for the year.  Better or worse than forecasts? 

Eurozone (12 and 15 country basis) Industrial Production rose .6% (-0.2% prior and 
forecast!) German IFO, while declining overall, showed a slight upturn in expectations! 

UK money supply figures continue upward! EMU M3 % growth accelerates! 

German Länder CPI data indicating slowing rate of CPI change! 

Consumer confidence measures in Belgium and Netherlands show more weakness, but 
producer confidence in Netherlands, declined at a declining rate. 

French Industrial production (June) was better than expectations, but showed evidence of 
declining rates of growth (still positive, but not as strongly). 

A mixed bag, indeed! 
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Figure 1: (German Real GDP Quarterly) 

 

Figure 2: German IFO Expectations 
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Recently, the movement of the Euro has retraced toward the early January 2001 highs when the 
‘relative position’ of Europe and the U.S. seemed to becoming more favorable to Europe. Then, the Fed 
jumped in with both feet, and U.S. players began to feel that “Don’t Fight the Fed”  would translate into a quick 
“V” recovery.  The Euro declined as more signs of European slowing became evident, and the aggressive 
course of Fed action promoted the hope of a  SH2001 growth in the US.  As a result, the Euro deteriorated to 
its lows of early July. That was round one. 

Round two emerged when it became apparent that the U.S. business spending collapse would be far more 
protracted.   Europe, in spite of fundamental deterioration, acquired the position of a better, ‘relative’ bet,  
based on a “market” view that of relative growth rates “explaining” relative currency values over time. That is 
the recent ‘vue du jour’ on exchange rates. 

Another way to put this is to think in terms of  relative portfolio shifts between the U.S. and Euroland.  If,  
capital flows do take place on a ‘relative prospect’ basis, then current accounts must adapt to the implied 
capital flows, at least at the margin.  That must mean a larger “relative” export surplus for the U.S.  over time. 
That appears to be occurring as U.S. imports are dropping faster than U.S. exports.  

Paradoxically, then, capital movments could create the conditions to ‘equilibrate’ the current account---which 
is stimulatory for the US, at least on a relative basis.  This, however, will create more political pressure on 
the ECB, because European exporters are uncomfortable and regard ECB intransigence as a source of their 
corporate discomfort.  Yet, in spite of obvious political pressure, except for the quirky May move, the 
ECB has maintained its stance with regard to interest rates.  In effect, then, the real exchange rate will be 
altered first by changes in capital flows from what they otherwise would have been.  However, real exchange 
rates also respond to changes in price levels as between Europe and the U.S.  The U.S. has already shown 
some price index moderation, and perhaps it is Europe’s turn? Prices? What about monetary aggregates? All 
the while, EMU M3 has been growing! 

M3 growth is a contentious issue within the ECB policy circles because it ‘overstates’ by an unknown amount 
the extent of monetary growth relevant for the ECB’s own policy assessment of  price stability in the medium 
term. (The 2% criterion is to apply ‘over the medium term’).  However, American and most European 
economists tend to look at interest rates rather than the claimed long term effect on nominal GDP of changes 
in the rate of growth of a broadly based monetary aggregate.  For some, the accelerating growth of M3 is a 
sign of easier monetary policy---even though interest rates have not been pushed down by ECB policy shifts.  
ECB policy analysis is much closer to an orthodox monetarist position and the ECB could well argue that 
the rates of growth of M3, even adjusted, portend ‘better’ economic conditions going forward.  Perhaps the 
Euro’s movement is also signaling this expected improvement?  

Figure 3:  Euro 8/24/00-8/23/01 
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Much of this analysis, however hinges on the future course of inflationary pressures within the EMU countries, 
and for that matter, throughout Europe.  Until now, ECB policy has been hamstrung by higher than expected 
current inflation trends and higher than expected rates of growth of M3! In recent weeks, however, it has 
become increasingly evident that CPI headline inflation is slowing in Europe. This in itself would tend to 
‘strengthen’ the currency, but it also gives the policy authorities more latitude as to the timing of any interest 
rate cut. 

Some indications of the amount of inflationary pressure and the changes in the rates of CPI index changes are 
conveyed in Figures 4 and 5.  Headline CPI inflation is shown because the ECB tends to focus on topline 
rather than core measures of inflation.  Figure 5 shows percentage monthly changes as well as a 3 month 
moving average of the monthly percentage changes to gauge the ‘trend’ in the monthly changes. 

Figure 4: EU Headline CPI Inflation 

 

Figure 5: EMU Monthly % CPI Changes with 3 Month Moving Average  
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The interesting question is how much the “slowdown” in Europe---and in the rest of the world---will continue to 
put pressure on European headline inflation and, perhaps more importantly, on PPI inflation? 

While inflation pressure in the EMU countries have been an obstacle to ECB policy change, in the last few 
months, there has been a noticeable improvement in the European price environment. The harmonized CPI 
index has been slowing down and the most recent City and Länder prices indicate more of this trend is in store 
for Germany which represents roughly a third of the EMU GDP.   

Reduced inflaton could do two things for ECB monetary policy. First, it can set in train a policy-consistent 
basis for cutting interest rates because it moves the ECB closer to its 2% price change criterion.  Second, 
lower rates of growth of prices themselves  will  increase growth rates of ‘real monetary aggregates,’ which in 
and of itself should lead to increased nominal spending, at least according to a monetarist point of view.  (An 
example of this reasoning is to be found in the comments of St.Louis Federal Reserve Bank President who 
dissented at the June 26-27 FOMC meeting when the Fed cut rates by 25 basis points citing the accelerated 
rate of growth of certain monetary aggregates in the U.S).  Conventional Wall Street analysts think that 
concerns about future inflation in the U.S. are totally inappropriate, but a monetary view leads to this 
conclusion. 

The crux of the “relaxation” issue for the ECB now and in the next 6-9 months will be a comparison 
between what they think the course of inflation moving forward will be as against the trend rate of 
growth in M3, the monetary aggregate they think is the most reliable proxy for inflation behavior over 
the medium term.    

Figure 6: M3% Growth in the EU 

 

High growth rates of M3 can create an opportunity for a monetarist view that supports the current ECB case 
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against cutting rates.  Note the sharply rising rate of M3 growth in recent months (particularly the latest month 
of June).  Unfortunately, for those arguing for a rate cut, M3% growth (unadjusted) has risen  to nearly 6%.   

The ECB has argued that some of this growth is “overstated” from a policy point of view as it represents M3 
components held by foreigners (and thus not relevant for determining “spending” in the ECB).  ECB 
econometricians have tried to adjust the M3 growth rates by as much as nearly .6%, but even the ‘adjusted’ 
growth figures may be “too high” for the  ECB’s own ‘forecasting’ model.  The ECB faces the dilemma of 
giving up its “indicator,” or giving up its policy if those growth rates persist, even adjusting for 
foreign-owned monetary balances.  This has helped to freeze ECB policy.   

Suppose they cut anyway?  If the ECB does cut at its August 30th meeting, we will be looking for their 
estimates of M3 growth to decide if the decision was political or economic.  If it has slowed considerably, the 
ECB can point to the favorable price index movements that are now coursing through the member states and 
justify its second move since the May cut. If they can’t find a justification by significantly lowered M3 growth, 
the ECB has made a political decision.  

Suppose they don’t cut?  The ECB may, however, choose not to do anything, in spite of the hopes of U.S. 
equity players who think an ECB cut translates into better market expectations.  One small piece of evidence 
that the ECB may yet hang ‘tough’ comes from this week’s German IFO survey (see above) that indicates 
while current conditions continue to be poor, there is some reason for optimism looking forward. 

For all of these reasons, we think it is at best a  50-50 call at the moment that the ECB lowers rates at 
the August 30th meeting.  We don’t rule out a politically based decision, however. 

ECB and the Euro. Counterintuitively, we believe that even if the ECB does not cut its rate, it is likely that the 
Euro will continue to rise against the dollar because of the “relative prospects” incentive to capital movments.  
Initially, the Euro could weaken because of disappointment, but if “prospects” are seen to be better, capital 
flows will cause real exchange rate changes.   In the short run, however, if the ECB does reduce its rate at the 
next Governing Council meeting, prospects for the Euro could improve even more, a kind of self-fulfilling 
prophecy.   Policy change would then be an ‘accelerator’ to an exchange rate adjustment, but the fundamental 
issue will be whether European growth prospects are improved sufficiently to drive European GDP closer to its 
potential growth rate. To believe that is to be a true contrarian at this point. 

Exchange rate change would, however, help the U.S. current account and such a move helps take up some of 
the ‘slack’ in the U.S. economy  Not enough, perhaps,  to light a strong fire under the U.S. economy, but 
marginal help from anywhere in the global economy would be welcomed.   

Financing the U.S. External Deficit.  Faced with such a prospective change in capital movements, some 
analysts are beginning to worry that this will cause the U.S. a “financing the deficit’ problem.  That follows from 
an ‘interest rate’ centered approach to monetary events.  If capital flows are altered, at the margin, it could 
cause some stiffening  of longer term U.S. rates, but isn’t a steepening yield curve good for growth in the U.S? 

European Bottoming? Finally, it is even possible that Europe could actually be going through its own 
bottoming process---in spite of the ECB’s policy ambiguities!   The conventional view is that Europe is six 
months behind, but a turn in German manufacturing production could be kindling.  Since this “Disturbance” 
began in the manufacturing, a positive change there could be barometric for Europe.  More important, since 
economic regions appear to me more synchronized, we should be looking for any signs that point to the 
‘bottoming out’ process even from Europe.  Just as in the U.S., the the key question must become, how long 
does the European bottoming process last?  

 

 

 

 

 


